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DoroTapb f.E. H np. E2 -11296 
Pacnan cocTOHHHfi I"HI"BHTCKOI"o pe3oHaHca npH panHaUHOHHOM 

38XBaTe 11- -Me30HOB B HJlpax lp -o60/IO'IKH 

Pacnan cocTOHHHfi I"HI"aHTCKOI"O peaoHaHca, aoa6ynHBWHXCH a n~ou~ce 
panHaUHOHHoro 3axaaTa 11- -Me3oHa stnpaMH MHWeHK 9 Be , 11 B , 13 C aH N, 
paccMaTpHaaeTcst B paMKax Monena o6ono'leK c npoMe~yTO'IHOU CBH3b~. Ha

lKaliwKe B036yJKJleHHble COCTOSIHKSI JlO'IepHei"O stJlpa (A-1 ,Z-1) npeK~r:·we~T
aeHHO aacenstiDTCSI OT pacnana COCTOSIHHll UpOMeJKyTO'IHOI"O gapa, CUHa KOTQ

pb!X Ha JlBe eJlHHKllbl 60nbwe CUHHB stnpa MHWeHH. npennai"Bten"CSI 3KC=epa

MeHTbl HB COBUSJleHHe llepBH'IHOI"O Y -KBBHTa CO BTOpH'IHbiM MSII"KHM y -

KBaHTOM, 

Pa6oTa BblfiO/!HeHa B na6opaTOpKH TeopeTH'IeCKOli <j!H3HKII Oli.HII. 

Coo6UieHHe 06LellHHeHHOI"O HHCTHTyTa MepHblX HCC/IellOBai!Hii. ,lly6Ha 1878 

Dogota.r G.E. et al. E2-112% 
Decay of Giant Resonance States in Radiative Pion 
Capture by 1p Shell Nuclei 

The decay of the giant resonance states excited in the radia
tive pion capture on the nuclei 9 !3e , 11 B , 13 C and 14 N is consi
dered in the shell model with intermediate coupling. It is sho·,•.n that 
the excited states in the daughter nuclei (A-1 ,Z-1) are main!y p~ 
pulated by intermediate states vvith spin by two units larger l'lan the 
spin of the target nuclei. Selected coincidence experiments are 
proposed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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1. Introduction 

A specific feature of the radiative pion capture by 
atomic nuclei is the appearance of a broad maximum in 
the spectrum of hard y quanta 11 / which corresponds 
to the excitation of nuclear states in the region of the 
giant resonance. If one accepts the interpretation of 
resonance mechanism, this excitation is due to the transi
tion of one nucleon to a neighbouring oscillator shell. 
In light nuclei and for stopped pions the elementary 
amplitude of the ( rr- , y ) process with excitation of 
1 hu) states is dominated by the spin dipole term 
(a 1 x Y 1 ) K of rank l{ =0,1 ,2. Hence, the number of 
partial transitions forming the resonance is rather large, 
and the resonance itself is broad. Additional spreading of 
the calculated strength is found by including 2 hw exci
tations which are mainly giverned by the spin-quadrupole 

/2 3; . operator (a 1 x Y 2 ) K ~ 1 2 3 (ref. · , ). Th1s part 
as well as higher multipole components become important 
for heavier nuclei. 

We have recently presented the shell model analysis 
of the ( rr-. y ) reaction on a series of 1 p shell nuc
lei 4-6 '. The gross structure of available data /7 1 could 
be interpreted in terms of configurational splitting of final 
states with different symmetry character, and the shift 
of the main resonance peak with increasing mass number 
was explained in terms of the varying role of valence and 
hole excitation through the 1p shell. Spin predictions 
for dominant resonances obtained in these calculations 
could be understood in terms of the structure of the 
target ground states and of simple selection rules for 
the leading term of the transition amplitude. 
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Fig. 1. The excitation scheme for the intermediate nuc
leus in the process 9Be (rr - , y) and main decay channels 
of the giant resonance. 
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For a more thorough check of the theory, the quantum 
numbers of strongly excited resonances should be known. 
This information is not obtained by comparing only the 
measured ( rr- .y) yields with the calculation. The 
spin assignment can in principle be deduced directly 
from the angular distributions of y quanta from in
flight excitation of the specific resonance under conside
ration, or by measuring the angular correlation between 
the primary y quantum (of selected energy) and the 
neutrons from the nucleon decay channels of the resonance. 
A more indirect way to get the resonance spin is to deter
mine coincidence rates of the primary y quanta with 
secondary particles from the decay of the resonance, 
e.g., by registrating monoenergetic neutrons from partial 
branches or the soft y' quanta 181 deexciting levels in the 
daughter nucleus: 

rr-+(A,Z) -> 
Jo 

(A,Z-1)j. +y 
I 

L(A-1,Z-1); +n 

L c1-1.Z-1)+y'. 

In this case the excitation spectrum of the intermediate 
nucleus (A, Z-1); consists only of states which are 

I 
genealogically coupled to the selected levels in the 
daughter nucleus (A -1 , Z -1) j , and their number, as 

. r 
a rule, is much smaller than the total number of states 
forming the resonance. The information on the interme
diate spin J is then contained in the genealogy ( J i -> J r ) 
and may be extracted from the coincidence rates. Expe
riments of this type have been performed with photo
nuclear reactions I 91 and provided details on the structure 
of the photogiant resonance 1 10 ~ 

In this note we discuss the nucleon decay branches of 
( rr-, y) resonances in the intermediate nuclei A = 9, 11, 13 
and 14. As a rule, the prominent ( rr-, y) resonances 
have also rather selective neutron decay branches to the 
g.s. or low-excited levels in the daughter nucleus. For 
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Fig. ¥- The excitation scheme for the intermediate nucleus 
in 1 B ( rr- , y) reaction, main decay channels of the 
giant resonance and excitation spectrum of the nuclear 
system on coincidence with y ' transition E , 
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the A = 6 and 7 cases there is no chance for ( y y ' ) coin
cidences since the strongly fed excited levels in the 
(A-1) system are unbound. 

2. Results 

The decay branches were estimated using the relations 

r. = 2 • }' 2 • k • 2 p s (n r j) . l ex _h__ • 
If 0 nfj e 0 p. ac 

r·if being the partial width of level i (A) to a level f in 
the nucleus (A -1); k is the wave number of relative 
motion, Pp and S (n f j) being the penetration and 
spectroscopic factors; r5 -- reduced single-particle 
width, 11 - reduced mass, a c - channel radius. In 
calculating the branches Rif= Ri-1\r /r. ( Ri -popula
tion of level i , ri = ~ rif ) the absolute normali
zation of the quantities rs and y~ drops out. 

a) A= 9 
The giant resonance in the 9

Li system (cf. fig. 
of ref. /6/ ) decays mainly to the g.s. and excited 3+ 
level in 8 L1. Among the predicted strong resonances 
(5/2 r, Ex ( 9 Li)-::. 5.5 MeV; 7/2+, 7.0; 7/2 t-, 8.4; 1/2 +, 

13.7 MeV) the two lowest ones decay to the 8 Li g.s. 
with S(d 512 ) dominating, The other two resonances 
feed excited states,preferably the 3+ level just above the 
threshold; this branch might be determined from the 
(n n) coincidence including the secondary monoenergetic 
neutron, or possibly from the ( yy' ) coincidence. The 
total activation of the bound levels in 8Li could be 
determined through the {3- decay ( 8 Li -~ 8 Be (2+,2.94) __, 
-~ 2 a ) followed by a disintegration (see fig.l). 

b) A= 11 
Although the nuclear model adopted yields the main 

peak of the 11 B(rr-. y) yield at too low excitation 
energy (cf. ref. 16 1 

) , it should tentatively provide the 
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decay pattern of dominant lines. The resonance is ex~ected 
to decay mainly to the g.s. and first excited state in °Be . 
Strong branches from 7j2+ and 5/2 + resonances pre
dicted at Ex< 11Be) >_ 6 MeV should dominantly feed 
the bound 2 +, 3.37 MeV level. The main peak (3/2+) 
decays to the g.s. Figure 2 shows the predicted coinci
dence spectrum with the 3.37 MeV deexcitation quant. 
The activation of bound levels cannot be measured because 
the {3 + decay is highly forbidden. 

c) A= 13 
As in the A = 11 .... 10 case, in the 12 B nucleus 

the lowest two levels will mainly be populated. The 
,!'} J ~ 2 resonances (5 /2 ~ should mainly feed the 2 +, 
0.95 MeV level. Figure 3 shows the predicted coincidence 
spectrum with the 0.95 MeV quant. The total activation 
of bound levels in 12 B might be measured vai the 
12 B {3 --decay. 

d) A~ 14 
The 14 N(rr-.y) reaction (cf. fig. 6 of ref. 161 ) 

offers several possibilities for coincidence measure
ments. The two strong resonances a- and 2+ below 
threshold could be selected by the deexcitation quanta 
(6. 73 and 7.01 MeV). The strong 2 + resonance just 
above threshold might be seen in the neutron spectrum 
(En , 0.13 MeV); the same is expected for the strong 
2- resonance which should decay to the 13 c g.s. 

For the strong ,!'}J .. 2 resonances around Ex = 15 MeV 
strong decay branches to the 3/2-, 3.68 MeV level are 
predicted, with S ( d 312 ) dominating over S ( d 512 ) by 
an order of magnitude. Figure 4 shows the predicted 
branches to the 3/2- level. 

The 2-resonances around Ex = 18 MeV should pre
ferably populate the 5/2 -, 7.55 MeV level in 13 C ; this 
yield could be determined either from the (nn) coincidence 
with the monoenergetic neutron or possibly from the 
y' deexcitation, since the 5/2- level should be quasi
stable against neutron emission because of the large 
orbital momentum transfer required ( ,!'} l' ~ 3) . 
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3. Summary 

In all cases considered the excited states of daughter 
nuclei (A-1, Z-1) are mainly populated by resonance 
levels with spin Ji by two units larger than the g.s. 
spin J 0 of the target nucleus. In our opinion, the study 
of the yield of primary y quanta in coincidence with soft 
y' quanta, though being difficult, will provide information 
on the spin structure of giant resonances in the radiative 
pion capture. 
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